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The bestselling Wee Sing line is now tailored for the most modern Wee Sing fans! These eight

classic Wee Sing titles are now in a great new packageâ€”a book and CD in a reusable blister!
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I have two boys (ages 3 and 2), and they LOVE this CD! TONS of songs about trucks, motorcycles,

buses, driving, etc.- and several that you will recognize as a parent. It has a camp-song feel (new

words to tunes that you may recognize), and I find that I'm singing the songs to them to motivate the

family towards the car FREQUENTLY. ("Let's Go For a Ride" is a great song for that)My boys

favorite song: "The Bugs Are-A-Coming" (They splish and they splash on the windshield....

ewwwww)My favorites: She'll Be Coming Round the Mountain, Big Rock Candy Mountain, The

Wheels on the Bus, Five Big Dumptrucks, and MANY more)Bought it for a road trip, and it did not

disappoint!

we got several of these wee kids cds as i remembered them on cassette from when i was little. took

them on a roadtrip with us, and my kids fell in love with it, especially this one. they're still young but

it would instantly calm them! amazing. my husband and i quickly learned the words and started

singing along. our road trip was a lot of fun, and a huge success thanks to wee kids. :)



We have listened to this for years while in the car. Our car CD player broke and we cannot remove

the CD so we replaced that and, of course, had to replace the Wee Sing CD because the children

were very sad about that. We have other Wee Sing CDs but this one was the one the kids wanted in

the car and now that my oldest is 11, I can tell it's one of those CDs that he will want for himself later

for the memories of our car rides. Great to sing along to.

Wonderful collection of Songs! Highly reccomend it.My aunt gave me this cd as a gift, I

unfortunately misplaced it so I had to buy another one. It's the first CD that my 2 1/2 year old son

reacted to and wanted to hear songs multiple times. Now he's almost three years old and every time

we go in the car he wants to hear this cd. Songs are sort, cute and catchy.Of course I ended up

finding the other cd that I had "lost" so that one went to my best friend for her son.You'll love it. I

should get more from this collection.

A must for a family going on the road with one or a car load of kids. Great songs that everyone will

know and some to learn. Tongue twisters for even more entertainment are inbetween most songs. It

plays for an hour and keeps the kids entertained. I wouldn't go on a day trip or longer without this

one.

Wonderful memories and great tradition. We sang as a family when traveling in the car as kids and

when we had children... Wee Sing in the Car and any other of the Wee Sing series are great for

family interaction on road trips or anytime.

my kids love these catchy songs, and every kid that rides with us too, given it as gifts several times

I was so excited about this order, I grew up with Wee Sing products. So I ordered 4 titles (from

different sellers) for my son - this one included. Each of them promised to have book and CD.

NONE of them (including this one) shipped with the CD. Incredibly disappointing.
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